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(Received 23 March 2005; published 27 May 2005)1550-7998=20In brane world string models with large extra dimensions, there are processes where fermion and
antifermion (or two gluons) can annihilate producing a light particle (e.g. gluon) carrying transverse
momentum and a Kaluza-Klein graviton or an excited closed string that propagates in the extra
dimensions. In high energy colliders, this process gives a missing-momentum signature. We compute
the total cross section for this process within the context of type II superstring theory in the presence of a
D-brane. This includes all missing-energy sources for this string-theory model up to s  8M2s , and it can
be used to put new limits on the string scale Ms.
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The existence of D-branes has opened the possibility
that our Universe may have large (as compared to a fun-
damental or string length) extra dimensions where only
gravity propagates [1]. Because the gravitational force is
weak, the size of extra dimensions might be as large as
O0:1 mm [2], for two large extra dimensions, and
O1011 mm, for six large extra dimensions. Large extra
dimensions imply that gravitational forces can become
strong already at 1–10 TeV. This leads to the exciting
prospective that quantum gravity effects could be seen at
LHC.
String theory provides a theoretical framework to study
the possible quantum gravity physics at the TeV scale. An
interesting process is the production of closed-string states,
gravitons but also other massless and massive states, that
will propagate in the extra dimensions and will appear as
missing energy in the experiments [3].
Studies of such processes where the closed string is a
Kaluza-Klein graviton appeared in the literature [4–7]
(other effects of Kaluza-Klein particles were investigated
in [8–11]). Here we will focus on processes with quarks
and gluons in the initial states and an arbitrary (missing)
closed-string state and a gluon or a quark in the final state.
We will follow the approach of [7]: in the ten-
dimensional spacetime there are N coincident D3-branes
stretched out in three uncompact dimensions (our observed
world), and the remaining six dimensions are compactified
on a torus with periodicity 2Rm, m  1; . . . ; 6. The
massless states associated with open strings that end on
the D3-brane are described by N  4 super Yang-Mills
(YM) theory with gauge group UN and the massless
spectrum of open-string states is thus given by the N 
4 supermultiplet. Following [7] we reinterpret its vectors
and spinors as gluon and quarks.
The present model [7] is oversimplified, but it is already
capable of illustrating in a quantitative way the pattern that05=71(10)=106009(11)$23.00 106009one should expect to measure in a high energy collider due
to missing-energy processes, when the center of mass
(CM) energy overcomes the string scale. We have made
accurate calculations, taking care of factors 2 and , even
though we are aware that this is not a precision test of string
theory.
We study the scattering of two gluons or of a quark and
an antiquark or of a gluon and a quark giving as a final state
a (missing) massless or massive closed string and a gluon
or a quark having a sizable transverse momentum with
respect to the incident beam. Hopefully the final state will
experimentally appear as a detectable violation of trans-
verse momentum conservation.
We consider the limit of transverse momentum pT small
as compared to the string momentum scale Ms  1=

0
p
[but, given that Ms > O1 TeV, pT could be large as, say,
0.05 TeV or even more]. In this limit we obtain a very
simple expression for the cross section, in the form of the
stringy cross section for producing the closed-string state
from the initial state, as a function of the total CM energy
only, times a simple factor containing the dependence on
pT and the emission angle . In a sense our case resembles
a bremsstrahlung process where the ‘‘soft’’ emitted particle
is the final gluon (or quark).
The string-theory cross section for producing the closed-
string state from an initial state made of two open strings
can be obtained exactly from the imaginary part of the
forward scattering of two open strings at one nonplanar
loop. This scattering amplitude is known in closed form in
ten dimensions [12,13], and it can be easily generalized to
the case of open strings on a Dp-brane [7]. The cross
section obtained in this way holds for any energy and
encodes all the allowed Neveu-Schwarz Neveu-Schwarz
(NS-NS) and Ramond-Ramond (R-R) (ten-dimensional)
massless and massive closed-string states, incorporating
also the Kaluza-Klein (KK) contribution. This method is
particularly useful in string theory, given the rapid growth-1  2005 The American Physical Society
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of the number of states at higher masses (for example, in
type II theory for level number N  1 there are already
some thousands of propagating degrees of freedom).
Of course, in computing the imaginary part we do not
meet any of the divergences, which instead can occur in the
real part (the divergences in the real part led to some
puzzles in the evaluation of diagrams with virtual inter-
mediate KK closed-string states [6,7,9]).
One distinctive feature of string theory, as opposed to
other attempts to incorporate gravity in the theory, is the
occurrence of an infinite number of unstable excited states,
which appear as resonances in the cross section.
In the present case the resonances are due to open-string
intermediate states of mass 0M2  N, with odd N. These
are essentially the poles that appear in scattering ampli-
tudes in D-branes involving two open and one closed string
found by [14]. This characterizing signature of string the-
ory could be seen in missing transverse momentum pro-
cesses in colliders—and at the parton level it is particularly
clean—by looking at the dependence of the cross section
on s (the total CM energy squared) either at fixed pT and ,
or also after integrating over those variables in their al-
lowed range.
We present our results for 0  0s  8, corresponding
to the production of closed-string states with (ten-
dimensional) mass 0M2  4N and N  0; 1.
One crucial ingredient to make quantitative estimates is
the resonance widths that regularize the poles. They are
typically given by sMs times some numerical coefficient,
where s is the strong coupling constant, s  g2YM=4.
We have estimated the widths of the first resonances for
various channels (using the results of Ref. [7]) and used
them as indicative average widths of the higher ones.1 We
find two typical widths: 3:4sMs and 7:4sMs for gluon-
gluon and quark-antiquark initial states respectively; the
comparison of the results for the two cases can give an idea
on the dependence on the widths.1For a calculation of widths of closed-string states, see [15].
106009Furthermore, some splitting of the resonance multiplets
will occur, due, in particular, to supersymmetry breaking.
This will lead to a splitting of some peaks in the cross
section (this splitting will eventually be smoothed out
when including the effect of the parton distributions).
Plots of the parton level cross sections for gg! g	
missing and q q! g	 missing are shown in Sec. V. We
find parton level cross sections of order 25 pb

1 TeV2=M2s  and 7 pb
 1 TeV2=M2s  respectively, for
the first peak.
II. TOTAL CROSS SECTION FOR OPEN 	 OPEN
TO CLOSED STRING
The particles in a high energy collider (electron-positron
or quarks and gluons) are represented in the string model
by massless open-string states. In this section we are
interested in the total cross section for two open massless
string states going into an arbitrary closed-string state, in
the presence of a D3-brane. In the absence of extra emis-
sion of a visible particle, this process is not observed in
colliders, since the closed-string state escapes to other
dimensions and it cannot be detected. However, we con-
sider this process in detail since it will illustrate the method
and some formulas will be used for the calculation of the
missing-momentum process of Sec. IV.
Let us consider, for the beginning, the case of a Dp-brane
in general. Take as p1 ; p2 , ;   0; 1; . . . ; 3 the momen-
tum of the ingoing open strings and P^, ^  0; 1; . . . ; 9,
the momentum of the outgoing closed string. The center of
mass energy is s  2p1  p2, with metric  
diag1;1;1;1. In the presence of the brane, transla-
tional invariance is broken in 9 p transverse directions
and there is only conservation of momentum along the p
directions of the brane. We choose the center of mass frame
where P^  P0; ~0; Pm, m  p	 1; . . . ; 9. In general, the
formula for the cross section is as follows:2!1s  12s
Z d9P
229P0
jA2!1j22pp ~p1 	 ~p2  ~P2

E1 	 E2 

M2 	 ~P2
q 
 1
2s
Z d9pP
228pP0
jA2!1j2

E1 	 E2 

M2 	 ~P2
q 
 Vol8p 14s 2
p8jA2!1sj2sM27p=2;
Vol8p  2
9p=2
9p2 
:
(2.1)Remarkably, the cross section does not have a peak at s 
M2. On the contrary, it vanishes. The reason is that now
s  M2 is a threshold for the production of the state whichin general will have Pm transverse momentum compo-
nents, and right on the threshold s  M2 the phase space
vanishes.
The total cross section for the production of an arbitrary
closed-string state from two open-string states can be
obtained directly by taking the imaginary part of the am--2
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plitude corresponding to the nonplanar annulus diagram
for forward scattering of 2! 2 open strings (with two
vertex operators on the outer boundary, and two vertex
operators on the inner boundary). This amplitude was
obtained long ago by Green and Schwarz [12,13]. In the
presence of a Dp-brane, we modify it by inserting, in the
integrand over the modulus , the factor p9=2 to take
into account the nonconservation of the momentum trans-
verse to the Dp-brane (see the analysis below and also [7]):106009ADp  N pK220s
Z
dp9=2e=20s


Z
d12sin120s


Z
d13sin130sGq; i (2.2)
whereGq; i 
Y1
n1
1 2 cos213q2n1 	 q4n20s1 2 cos224q2n1 	 q4n20s
1 2 cos212q2n 	 q4n0s1 2 cos213q2n 	 q4n0s
; q  e: (2.3)Setting #1  #4, #2  #3, t  0, s  u (forward scat-
tering), the kinematical factor for the case of two gluons
reduces to (see [13])
K  0s2#2  #3#1  #4  0s2#22#21; (2.4)
while for the case of two fermions (in the forward case 1 !
4; 2 ! 3)
K  20s0 u1&u1 u2&u2: (2.5)
As we will take into account color quantum numbers later
on, here we omit Chan-Paton factors and, for a D3-brane,
we take the same normalization constant N 3 as in [7]
N 3  82s4 p  3: (2.6)
Consider the expansion in powers of q,
Gq; i 
X
n
cnqn  1	 c1q	 c2q2 	 . . . : (2.7)
The odd powers of q drop out after integration in i. Upon
integration in , the n power of q produces a pole (for p 
9) or a cut (for other p) at 0s  2n, with n  2N, andN is
a positive integer corresponding to the level of the string
excitation. This reproduces the spectrum of the free closed
superstring, 0M2  4N. In conclusion, amplitude ADp
has cuts and its imaginary part picks new contributions
as s is increased from zero anytime it crosses 0s 
4; 8; 12; . . . , etc. This is computed using the formula
Im
Z
dxxe)x  )
1
 : (2.8)
This corresponds to having a closed string as intermediate
state. The reason of a cut, rather than a pole, is the presence
of the Dp-brane. The physical process going on is as
follows: The two initial open strings meet into a single
open string that propagates on the brane. The end points of
this open string then meet and the resulting open string
goes into the bulk. Its transverse momentum is absorbed by
the brane. It is this intermediate state made of closed string
plus brane that produces the cut. By using the optical
theorem, we compute the total cross section for producingthe closed string going into the bulk:
s  1
s
ImADp: (2.9)
The single open string propagating on the brane (just
before the closed string is produced) will give rise to poles
in the cross section. Such poles have first been observed by
[14].
Let us first compute the cross section up to 0s < 4. In
this case, we can set G  1, since the remaining powers of
q give no contribution to the imaginary part. This will give
the level N  0 contribution, describing the production of
(Kaluza-Klein) gravitons. Using the formula (2.8), we
obtain
ImADp  N pK
0s2 7p=2
9p2 
 Z 1
0
d2 sin0s
!
2
 N pK
0s2 7p=2
9p2 
 
12 
0s
2 2
0s

p
1 0s2 
!
2
;
s < 8: (2.10)
Using the optical theorem, we have
0  N p 1s K
0s2 7p=2
9p2 
220s12 
0s
2 2
1 0s2 2
: (2.11)
This can be compared with (2.1) when M  0. We see that
the volume factor Vol8p has emerged automatically,
as expected, and also the power of s7p=2 coming from
phase space. It agrees with [14] where the amplitude for
graviton emission from the brane was computed. The full
cross section (2.11) includes—in addition to the gravi-
ton—the emission of other Neveu-Schwarz Neveu-
Schwarz as well as Ramond-Ramond states.
The cross section (2.11) is valid up to 0s  4. As
mentioned before, for 0s > 4 there is a new contribution
to the imaginary part due to the opening of a new channel
corresponding to N  1 level. Including this contribution
will give the exact expression for the total cross section up
to 0s  8. For 0s > 8 there will appear a new contribu--3
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tion to the imaginary part corresponding to N  2 level.
The coefficient of the quadratic q2 term in G is
c2  20s cos212 	 10s cos213 	 1
	 20s2 sin212 sin213 	 20s2  2:
(2.12)
We will use the basic formulaZ 1
0
dxsinxacosx2b  1

B

1
2
	 a
2
;
1
2
	 b

 
1
2	 a212	 b
1	 a2 	 b
:
(2.13)
The final result for the cross section is
  0s 	 ^0s 41s; (2.14)
where ^x is the step function and
1s  N pK 2
9p2 
1
s

0s
2
 2
7p=2

 2
20s12 
0s
2 2
1 0s2 2
B; (2.15)
B 
 0s2
21 0s2 
	 1
!
2
	 0s2  1: (2.16)
In conclusion, for the case of a D3-brane, we find the
following formula for the total cross section (for an initial
state with two gauge vectors):
0s  4#21#22
2s
M2s

s
M2s

3 220s12 
0s
2 2
1 0s2 2
; (2.17)
1s  84#21#22
2s
M2s
s
M2s

0s
2
 2

2

 2
20s12 
0s
2 2
1 0s2 2
B: (2.18)III. LIMITS ON CROSS SECTIONS AND WIDTHS
OF OPEN-STRING STATES
Consider a process a! b, with a number of resonances
in the intermediate channel, with possibly different widths
(as this is the typical case in string theory).
In our case, in particular, we have as first open-string
resonances: four scalars, one spin 1 and one spin 2 reso-
nances, denoted as j0q1;2;3;4i, jn1i and jn2i, respectively.
They occur for 0s  1 [masses Mr  01=2] and
couple to various helicities (see [7]).
The general cross-section formula for resonances of the
same mass is106009  16
s

N
X
j
2j	 1 M
2
rjajb
sM2r 2 	 2jM2r
; (3.1)
where we have indicated as jai the initial states, as jbi the
final ones (in our case, the closed-string states). The sum is
over resonances with different spin j, whose total decay
rate is j (ja;b are partial width). N is the multiplicity of
the initial states, that is the number of possible polariza-
tions times a possible Bose symmetry factor.
This formula can be obtained from unitarity (see the
appendix), generalizing a similar formula given in [16].
In general j  ja 	 jb 	 j;other, so that
j;aj;b
2j
 1
4
; (3.2)
and the bound for s  M2r is
  4
M2rN
X
j
2j	 1: (3.3)
Considering the various initial states and the related reso-
nances (see below, in the text), we get the bounds: hggi 
14=M2r for the gluon-gluon initial state and hq qi 
18=M2r for the quark-antiquark one.
Using the results of [7], we can actually compute the
width of the resonances for 0s  1.
In the formula (2.17) the width is put to zero. We can
compare it for 0s! 1 with (3.1) when we similarly con-
sider j ! 0 in the denominator. Putting 0s  1	 y,
with y! 0 we get
042s
1

1
y2
 0 16N
X
j
2j	 10 jajb
y2
: (3.4)
According to [7] the various resonances couple to some
specific initial states (we consider QCD particles—gluon g
and quark q—rather than QED particles as in [7]). Note
that the resonances in our case are colorless.
gRLgRL ! j0102i; qRLqRL ! j03; 04i;
gLgR ! j2i; qLqR ! j1; 2i:
Take for instance gRLgRL: Here N gg  1=2 and us-
ing 01gLRgLR from [7] we find
0
p
01b 

0
p
02b  
2
8
s: (3.5)
Similarly we get

0
p
03b 

0
p
04b  
2
8
s;

0
p
1b  
2
12
s;

0
p
2b  
2
4
s:
(3.6)
We now have to estimate the total widths, by summing
over all possible decay channels. In principle we should-4
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then include also weakly and QED interacting particles,
but we neglect this contribution since the relevant coupling
constant is 1 order of magnitude less than s. In this way
we find:
01  02 

2	 
2
8

sMs;
03  04 

9	 
2
8

sMs;
(3.7)
1 

9
2
	 
2
12

sMs; 2 

13
10
	 
2
4

sMs;
Ms  1
0
p :
(3.8)
The cross sections.—In principle we should also know
the widths of the higher open-string resonances (0s 
3; 5; 7). As an estimate we simply use the same width for
all of them, obtained by averaging over the various widths
for 0s  1, for the initial states jggi or jq qi.
Numerically we take (s  0:1)
gg  01 	 02 	 23 
1
3

53
10
	 
2
2

s
0
p  0:34Ms;
(3.9)
q q  03 	 04 	 1 	 24 
1
4

119
5
	 7
2
12

s
0
p
 0:74Ms:
(3.10)
These are the values we have used in plotting the cross
sections with formula (2.14) with the substitution (5.1).
Note that q q is larger than gg due to the sum over
generations and flavors.
A further comment: the bound (3.3) is independent of
the normalization (2.6) and also our results will be less
sensitive to the normalization than one could have ex-
pected. In fact, a change in the normalization of the left-
hand side of (3.4) will affect the determination of jb [in
the numerator of (3.1)], and in turn the total width j (in the
denominator [of (3.1)]). Thus there will be some compen-
sation, and even more after integrating the cross section
over an interval of the total energy.IV. CROSS SECTION FOR MISSING-ENERGY
PROCESSES IN COLLIDERS
In [4], the cross section for the process of Kaluza-Klein
graviton G emission in electron-positron annihilation,
e	e ! &G, was determined. This process gives a
missing-energy signature, which has been used by LEP2
experiments [17] to put constraints on the size of extra
dimensions. This process was further studied in [5], in106009particular, in [6,7], where the string-theory corrections
were computed.
In general, a process gluon 	 gluon (or fermion 	
antifermion) ! gluon 	 missing transverse momentum
can have many contributions of different origin. In string
theory, in addition to the graviton considered in [6,7], there
are also states from the Neveu-Schwarz Neveu-Schwarz
and Ramond-Ramond sectors which contribute to the cross
section. In particular, there are massless NS-NS and R-R
states which in four dimensions are scalar or vector parti-
cles. They are expected to get a mass because a potential is
generated for the scalars and the U(1) gauge symmetry is
also broken by mechanisms which are strongly model
dependent, involving fluxes, compactification scales and
details of supersymmetry breaking. Their expected masses
are also model dependent. Here we treat them as massless,
which is justified if their masses are much smaller than the
string scale.
Here we will compute the cross section which will
include, in addition to the process of Kaluza-Klein graviton
emission studied in earlier works, emission of R-R states
and emission of closed-string states of the first excited. The
contribution from the first excited closed-string states ap-
pears for 0s > 4.
Thus the total cross section obtained here represents the
full cross section for missing-energy processes that takes
into account all possible string state production up to s <
8M2s . These results can be used to put new constraints on
the string scale.
We consider the amplitude
AC  Aa	 b! C	 c (4.1)
where a; b; g are gluons or quarks and C is a (missing)
closed-string state. The closed-string state C has momen-
tum p^  EC; ~pC;'i, ^  0; . . . ; 9, i  4; . . . ; 9, with
'i being the components transverse to the brane. Its
mass in ten dimensions is M2C  E2C  ~p2C  '2. This
corresponds to a four-dimensional mass equal to M24 
E2C  ~p2C  M2C 	 '2. Since the six extra dimensions are
compactified on a 6-torus, 'i are quantized in units of
inverse radius of the toroidal directions. When the extra
dimensions are very large compared to the TeV scale we
can consider 'i as a continuous variable and for simplicity
we make this assumption here. We have also considered
the case of two large and four small extra dimensions, and
obtained very similar results, reported in Sec. V.
For center of mass energies

s
p
< 2Ms, the particle C
can only be a massless closed-string state. The cross sec-
tion picks an important extra contribution when

s
p
> 2Ms
coming from all bosonic closed-string states of the N  1
level, with massM  2Ms. The final cross section will be a
function of s, MC, the missing energy EC and of the
scattering angle . It is important to note that in ordinary
four-dimensional processes, the four-point amplitudes de-
pend on two kinematical variables, e.g. s and t, or s and .-5
t−channel
a
b C
c
u−channel
a
b
C
c
I II
FIG. 1. t and u channels for the process: a	 b! c	 C
(missing, closed-string state).
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The reason of the dependence on s, EC and  in the present
case is due to the momentum nonconservation in the
directions transverse to the brane.
We will consider as initial states in the collision: (i) two
gluons, (ii) quark and antiquark, (iii) quark and gluon (an
initial state of two quarks cannot produce a colorless
closed-string state). In cases (i),(ii) the final particle c is
a gluon, in the case (iii) it is a quark.
We begin by illustrating the general computation taking
the case (i).
We consider the CM frame, with momenta and polar-
ization tensors as follows:
pa  pa; ~pa; pb  pa; ~pa;
papa  pbpb  0;
(4.2)
pc  pc; ~pc; PC^  EC; ~pc;'i;
pcp
c  0; E2C  ~p2c '2  M2C;
(4.3)
EC 	 pc  2pa; (4.4)
~3 i  ~pi  0; 3i0  0; i  a; b; c: (4.5)
We consider the case in which the gluon c is soft, i.e. it
carries an energy much less than the string scale. More
precisely, we assume pc  1=0pa. In the CM frame, s 
4p2a. Since the string-theory corrections are significant for
s > OMs and Ms > O1 TeV, the gluon c could even
carry energies as large as, say, 0.1 TeV, and the present
approximation will miss only corrections of few percent.
Given the bremsstrahlung character of the emission pro-
cess, the approximation of a soft emitted gluon will be
accurate for most missing-energy events that will appear in
a collider (this is confirmed by the cross section obtained
below, which decreases like 1=pc).
We will call, then, VC the vertex (to be used in Feynman
graphs) for producing the state C from two (real or virtual)
gluons i and j:
VC  3i3jTA5A; (4.6)
where 3i;j are the gluon polarization and 5 is the polariza-
tion of the closed-string state equipped with whichever
indices A are necessary.
Note that
X
5
Z
jVCj2 d5'
4
225  2 ImAD3
 2s^0s^ 	 s^ 41s^: (4.7)
Here AD3 is Eq. (2.2) for the case p  3, ~' is the closed
state K-K momentum transverse to the brane and s^ 
M2C 	 '2  s 2pc

s
p
is the square mass including the
K-K momentum.106009The cross section for the process a	 b! C	 c will be
d  1
2s
Z
jACj2 d
6'd3pC
229EC
d3pc
223pc
233 ~pC 	 ~pc

 22pa  pc  EC
 1
2s
F
d3pc
223pc
(4.8)
where
F 
Z
jACj2 d
6'
226EC
22pa  pc  EC

Z
jACj2 d5'
4
225 : (4.9)
By dimensional reasons F  p2 and we look for the
leading terms, that is, the ones proportional to p2c since pc
is the smallest energy scale. These terms can only come
from the (modulus square of the sum of the) Feynman
graphs having a pole in the Mandelstam variables t 
2pa  pc, u  2pb  pc, due to an intermediate virtual
gluon. Therefore we compute AC by considering only those
two graphs (see Fig. 1, I and II).
The resulting cross section will be of the form
d  1
s
fd2
dpc
pc
; (4.10)
where f  fs; s^; 0 is dimensionless. Notice the factor
dpc=pc characteristic of a bremsstrahlung process, in this
case the bremsstrahlung of the gluon c which is the soft
particle in our process.
Take for instance the t-channel graph (see Fig. 1, I)
Va!c	e  Propagatore  VC (4.11)
where Propagatore  1=p2e and VC is the vertex for b	
e! C defined in (4.6).
The polarization of e will be computed in terms of the
polarizations and the momenta of a and c by the YM vertex
VYMa!c	e. One can check that the resulting polarization
satisfies 3e  pe  0.-6
2We have checked that our result coincides with the expression
obtained using the amplitude in Eq. (4.14) of [6], in the particular
case considered there, by taking the relevant limit and
normalization.
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We get:
AC  
3b3eTA5A
2papc
: (4.12)
Note that jp2ej  jpa  pc2j  2papc  1=0 and
therefore, since the scale is set here by 1=0, we can take
VC to be the vertex to be computed in string theory for
massless b and e. Thus Eq. (4.7) holds.
By inserting jACj2 in (4.9) we get
F  W  2 ImAD3; (4.13)
where W depends on pc and  and will be explicitly
computed below for the various cases (i)–(iii).
Therefore
dC  s^s 0 	 ^s^ 41W
d3pc
223pc
: (4.14)
In our approximation 0s s^  1 and thus we can take
0;1 to depend on s. Therefore the only dependence on
pc;  is inside W.
(i) Gluon-gluon initial state.—We recall the kinematical
factor K (2.4)
K  0s231  3432  33; (4.15)
for the amplitude AD3  g	 g! closed string ! g	 g
(forward scattering corresponds to 1! 4, 2! 3).
We use 3a  3as to indicate the particle a with color s,
etc. For the t; u channel we get
3ee9  3a;bs 3crVYM9sre
 gYMfsre3a;bs  3cr pa;b 	 pc9  2pc  3a;bs 3c9r
 2pa;b  3cr 3a;b9s : (4.16)
We keep only the last term of this expression since the
others give subleading contributions (see the contractions
in the following formulas). Thus we define:
3t;ue  gYM2pa;b  3cr 3^ t;ue 3a;bs fsre  3^ t;ue;
(4.17)
t; u  p2t;u; pt;u  pa;b  pc: (4.18)
Note that in the vertex producing the closed-string state,
the color indices of the two gluons are contracted together,
since the closed state is colorless (technically this is due to
the Chan-Paton rules [7]). We have (since pb  3c  pa 
3c)
X
5
Z d5'4
225 g
2
YM4pa  3c2











3^ te3bses
t
 3^
u
e3ases
u

TA5A








2
 2 ImAD3 (4.19)106009where in ImAD3 we have to replace 31  3432  33 with
the term W
W  g2YM4pa  3cr 2
3as  3as0 3bh  3bh0 
t2
	 3
b
s  3bs0 3ah  3ah0 
u2
 2 3
a
s  3ah0 3bh  3bs0 
tu

fsrhfs0rh0
here 3bs  3bs0  3bs3bs0 and the sum is over colors s; s0; h; h0
at fixed c.
The last interference term corresponds to the amplitude
(2.2) with 3t 	 3b ! 3a 	 3u which is forward in the
sense that pt  pa2  0, pb  pu2  0.
We average over 3a; 3b and sum over 3c getting for
SUN
W  g
2
YMN
N2  1
1
p2c
4
sin2 : (4.20)
In conclusion we get2 for SU(3), after integrating over ;,
d  0 	 ^0s 41s 2
3
8
dpc
pc
d
sin : (4.21)
(ii) Quark-antiquark initial state.—We recall the kine-
matical factor K (2.5)
K  0s20 v2s&v3r u4r&u1s; (4.22)
for the amplitude AD3  q	 q! closed string ! q	 q,
that is u1k1 	 v2k2 ! u4k4 	 v3k3 (forward is 1 !
4 and 2! 3). We have indicated the color indices s; r. We
normalize the spinors by requiring that the current is the
same as in the bosonic case: u&u  p. With this nor-
malization the Dirac average is hus uri  p  &sr=4.
Our initial state is ua; vb and we call ut ( vu) the inter-
mediate quark (antiquark). Let us call vVAu5A the vertex
for producing the closed state from q	 q. The leading
amplitude for F comes from the two graphs with a pole in
the t and u channels
At  vbVAut5A; Au  vuVAua5A: (4.23)
Here
ut  gYM pt  &3c  &tcu
a
t
with pt  pa  pc;
vu  gYM v
btc3c  &pu  &
u
with pu  pb  pc:
(4.24)
tc is a SUN matrix in the fundamental representation
Trt2c  1=2. Now we haveX
5
Z d5'4
225 jAt 	 Auj
2  2 ImAD3; (4.25)-7
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where in ImAD3we have to replace  u2s&u3r u4r&u1s
with the term
Q   vbs&vbr  utr&uts 	  uas&uar  vur&vus 
	 2 vbs&vur  uar&uts: (4.26)
The last interference term corresponds to the amplitude
(2.2) with utpt ! uapavbpb ! vupu, which is for-
ward: t^  pt  pa2  pb  pu2  p2c  0.
Now we substitute the expressions for ut; vu and we
make the Dirac and color average over our initial states.
We find:
h vbs&vbr  utr&utsi  g
2
t2
Trt2c
N2
p2 h ua3c  &pt  &&pt
 &3c  &uai
! g
2
N28t2
s
2
16p1  3c2: (4.27)
We have kept only the leading terms (those proportional to
four powers of pa  pb) noting that pt  3c  pa  3c; pb 
pt  pa  pb. Similarly
h uas&uar  vur&vus i ! g
2
N28u2
s
2
16p1  3c2: (4.28)
For the last term we get
h vas&vur ih uar&utsi ! g
2
N232tu
s
2
64p1  3c2: (4.29)
The final result is
0s20Q  0s22 g
2
N2
p1  3c2

1
t2
	 1
u2
	 2
tu

 0s22 g
2
N2
p1  3c2
4p21p
2
c
4
1 cos22 : (4.30)
We can express the result of the quark-antiquark case by
saying that: in ImAD3 we have to replace 31  3432  33
(case of the gluons) with the term W, which after summing
over the polarizations and the colors of the emitted gluon is
W  g
2N2  1
N2
2
p2c sin2
: (4.31)
In conclusion, after integrating over;, in the case of SU(3)
we get
d  0 	 ^0s 41s 89
dpc
pc
d
sin
: (4.32)
(iii) Quark-gluon initial state.—We find that in this case
d is subleading with respect to (i) and (ii) by a factor
pc=pa. This is due to the fact that in the t channel we get a
gluon 3t  upc&upb and in the u channel we get a
fermion uu  &  pu&  3aupc. Thus in the average over
upc there is an extra power of pc in the numerator.106009Integrated cross section.—The results for d are the
same, up to a constant which is also numerically rather
similar, for the cases (i) and (ii), see Eqs. (4.21) and (4.32).
In our approximation 0;1 are independent of pc and .
Therefore we can easily perform the integration on those
variables, in particular, for a range ' around =2 such
that sin  1. We get
  As

0 	 ^0s 41 logp
max
c
pminc
'; (4.33)
where A is 6=8 for case (i) and 8=9 for case (ii).V. ANALYSIS OF THE PARTON CROSS SECTIONS
In the previous section we have evaluated the cross
section for the case in which the final state contains, be-
sides the ‘‘missing’’ closed string, a gluon with transverse
momentum (which is small as compared to Ms), as a
function of the center of mass energy squared up to s 
8M2s . The cross section is proportional to (2.14), (2.17), and
(2.18) and has poles coming from the Gamma functions at
0s  1; 3; 5; 7, representing open-string resonances. The
poles have been regularized by including finite widths of
the open-string resonances [of order   OsMs] ac-
cording to the following recipe. We rewrite the factor
12 
0s
2  in (2.17) and (2.18), which contains the poles, as:









1
2
 
0s
2








2 
2
12	 
0s
2 2
1
cos20s2 
! 
2
12	 
0s
2 2
c
j cos2 0s	 i0

s
p
j2 ;
(5.1)
with c  4=022sinh22

0
p
 in order to match
the left-hand side of (3.4) when y2 ! y2 	 02 for y! 0.
The widths of open-string resonances 0s  2n	 1,
with n  1, are not known. We have taken in (5.1) the
numerical value of  at n  0 estimated in Sec. III, con-
sidering for all the different resonances the same averaged
value (either gg or q q) depending on the initial state,
consisting of two gluons (gg) or fermion and antifermion
(q q). One expects more massive resonances to have larger
widths since at higher level there is more phase space and
more decay channels available. This fact is qualitatively
taken into account by our prescription (5.1), which near a
pole 0s  2n	 1 reads









1
2
 
0s
2








2! 4n!02
 
sinh2

0
p

sinh2

2n	 1p 0p 
!
2
(5.2)
so that the width of the resonance effectively increases as n
is increased.
We have seen that the differential cross sections for
gluon-gluon Eq. (4.21) and quark-antiquark Eq. (4.32)-8
2 4 6 8
0.05
0.1
0.15
FIG. 3. Process gluon 	 gluon ! closed-stringmissing 	
gluon in the case of two large and four small (with radii R 
0
p
) extra dimensions.
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are proportional to  0 	 ^0s 41, the difference
being the numerical factor in front and, more importantly,
the widths. In Fig. 2 we show pc sin
 d=dpcd for
both cases, in units of 0, as a function of 0s (s being the
square of the CM energy). Note that, in the range of
validity of our approximations, this is independent of pc
and . We take s  0:1.
As explained in the previous section, the case
gluon-quark ! closed-stringmissing 	 quark is sublead-
ing and quark-quark ! closed-stringmissing 	 any is
forbidden by color symmetry.
In Fig. 3 we show the gluon-gluon cross section in the
case when two of the extra dimensions are large and the
remaining four dimensions are small with radius R  0p .
The relevant cross-section formula is obtained by replac-
ing, in the phase space factor in (2.1), the integrals over
momenta in the small compactified dimensions by the
sums over the Kaluza-Klein modes. This in turns amounts
to simply substitute in formula (4.33)
sM22^sM2 ! 2
2R4
X
n1;n2;n3;n4
^
 
sX4
j1
n2j
R2
M2
!
;
(5.3)
which produces a number of discontinuities in the cross
section.
In order to make predictions for the measurable pp cross
section which is relevant for LHC, the parton cross sections
given here have to be convoluted with the parton distribu-
tion functions. In addition, one would need to study the
dependence on physical observables for jets. The main
effect of the parton distribution functions will be to smooth
out the various structures of the parton cross sections, like
peaks and discontinuities. It would be interesting to inves-
tigate whether the possible effects of the string resonances
could be recognized from the data. This requires a separate
analysis by collider phenomenology experts.2 4 6 8
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.07
FIG. 2. Process gluon 	 gluon ! closed-stringmissing 	
gluon (continuous line) and quark 	 antiquark !
closed-stringmissing 	 gluon (dashed line), cross section in
units of 0, as a function of 0s.
106009VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Missing-energy processes provide an efficient way to
look for large extra dimensions. In brane world string
models, there are many possible processes leading to miss-
ing energy, coming from the large number of string ex-
citations. Here we have described a simple method to
incorporate in a closed form all string-theory contributions
to processes of missing energy by expressing the cross
section of the process gg! g	 missing (or q q! g	
missing) in terms of the imaginary part of a nonplanar
amplitude. We have also made an estimate of the decay
widths.
The cross section at the peaks is very sensitive to the
decay widths. In realistic models the widths could be
smaller than those presented here, because after supersym-
metry breaking some of the N  0 states become massive
and the phase space for decaying into them is reduced. As a
result, the size of the cross section could be bigger.
Another interesting feature of the total cross section is its
smooth behavior after going through the threshold for
production of closed-string states of level number N  1.
We have checked that for 0s > 4 the dominant contribu-
tion comes from theN  1 states, while the contribution of
the N  0 states is significantly smaller. In general, the
string-theory cross section is of the form
ds  X1
N0
Ns^0s 4N:
In this paper we have computed two terms 0s and1s,
which are sufficient in order to explore CM energies up to
s  8M2s . All remaining terms give vanishing contribution
at s < 8M2s . It is worth noting that for large s both terms
0s and 1s go exponentially to zero, due to the factor
220s in (2.17) and (2.18). It is plausible that this will be
true for all N , i.e. that each individual term (correspond-
ing to all string contributions of a given mass M 
2

N
p
Ms) is exponentially suppressed at large s. The ex--9
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plicit form of 0 and 1 suggests that at large s a generic
term should have the form Ns  cN02s0s2N0s
4N2220s. It would be interesting to see if this is indeed
the case.
In conclusion, the cross section for the leading missing
transverse momentum process exhibits a typical pattern
with peaks and zeros at periodic values of the CM energy,
where the widths and the heights of the peaks are given in
terms of the string scale Ms and s. We provide a quanti-
tative picture of this pattern, taking a basic string model,
see Figs. 2 and 3. We hope that the present results may help
to look for experimental signals of genuine string-theory
effects at high energy colliders.
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APPENDIX: CROSS SECTIONS IN PRESENCE
OF RESONANCES
The formula (3.1) can be obtained from unitarity, as
follows.
Near resonances, we expect the S matrix to have the
following form:
S  S0 	 R1
E Er 	 i 12
	 R2
E Er 	 i 22
(A1)
where we have supposed that there are two resonances at
the same energy with two different decay widths.
By unitarity:
SyS  1; (A2)
whence8>>><
>>>:
Sy0S0  1
EEr	 ii2 Ryi S0	EEr ii2 Sy0Ri	Ryi Ri  0
Ry1R2	Ry2R1  0:
(A3)106009We can parametrize
Ri  iiAiS0; (A4)and the system becomes:
Sy0S0  1; Ayi  Ai; A2i  Ai;
Ay1A2 	 Ay2A1  0:
(A5)Therefore we can write
Ai  Aiout;in 
X
ri
urioutu
ri
in (A6)where ri are quantum numbers distinguishing the various
resonant states and urst are orthonormal vectors.
Using for states jini and jouti a partial wave basis
jj; jz; fngi, where j is the total angular momentum, jz is
its third component and fng is a collection of the other
quantum number characterizing the state, due to angular
momentum conservation we can write
u
jzi
ji;fng  ji;jinjzi ;jzinufng:The cross section for a process a! b is then (see [16],
Chap. 3)
  16
s

N
X
j
2j	 1 M
2
rjajb
sM2r 2 	 2jM2r
; (A7)where N is a numerical factor giving the multiplicity of
the initial states and jab  jPnjuabfng j2 is the partial
width corresponding to the decays of resonance jji into
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